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Thank You! 
 
 
The drive was mailed out around mid November. Hopefully you should have it soon. 
 
 
The recommendation form the psychological evaluation and the custody evaluation is 
that I be observed i.e. committed back again to be observed. After I go back on 
medication, and follow the procedures recommended by the system, I get to see them 
thrice a year as the custody evaluator recognizes how important birthdays, easter and 
Christmas. She is very conscientious of the fact that it is very important for the children 
to bond with their mother on their birthdays, easter and on Christmas. 
 
That said once you receive the drive, and if u feel like your failing health does not 
enable you to fly in, please send shailesh in. 
 
Alternatively, if you are interested you could also take it to mental health specialists 
predominantly specializing in Schizophrenia and very importantly the paranoid kind that 
causes an individual to experience extreme agitation out of her control where profanity 
just flows out of her mouth out of her control, laughter just flows out of her mouth out of 
her control where she breaks into laughter for prolonged periods of time, and is 
continually talking to everything in her environment out of her control. 
 
Magically it all disappears the moment she steps out the house. There is not one doctor 
in Minneapolis that can answer a very elemental simple question. How can a woman 
this out of her minds stay in control outside of the home? 
 
Do u think Doctors in India can? If I were you and if I was a very concerned father who 
is truly saddened and suffering wondering what her daughter did to bear all the hell that 
she has borne for 6 years straight, you might truly want to work with a Psychiatrist 
present my symptoms and see what he has to say. You could also present my videos. 
 
That said, I truly appreciate the help and yes the bank particulars are the same. The 
plan for the first week of December and the end of December sounds great. Thank you 
again! 
 



  
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Monday, November 28, 2016 6:24 AM, antony pullan <pc_antony@hotmail.com> wrote: 
 

 
Hi Moal, 
 
We have comeback after the first course of Ayurvedic massages / treatment in Kerala. 
Apparently, there seems no much improvements for both of us at present. We are 
having severe health constraints and more so, under low ambient conditions, higher 
humidity etc. probably, we may experience some improvements over a period. They 
have suggested undergoing another course of such treatments after a month or so. We 
may consider only if we experience some positive results. 
 
Government of India, without any prior warnings, have demonetized bigger value 
currencies Rs. 500/- and Rs. 1,000/- and also exercised strict control measures on 
banking systems to curb so called black money movements, which infact severely 
affected money transactions. Middle income / salaried / retired people are very badly 
affected even to organize day to day requirements to run the family. The overall 
economy of the country is badly affected and there is steep fall of business in all 
sectors. 
 
Government claim that such strict measures shall curb the black money over a period, 
but the question is after how long and the awful life which even the genuine people have 
to undergo during that period. The whole country is suffering in one way or the other, 
probably for a better future, but when ?? 
 
We have yet to receive the hard drive from FedEx inspite of submitting all required 
documents twice. The strict controls exercised by the Government for clearance of any 
import consignments, delaying the process. Hope to receive it shortly and shall revert 
after studying the same. 
 
When is the next court hearing ? What is your impression as to when the final order ? 
What do you expect of the resultant outcome ? the extreme climatic conditions now in 
Minneapolis, our present health problems and undue delay in getting a Visa for me etc. 
may delay the whole process. 
 
We do understand the overall constraints, particularly the finance position that you are 
undergoing at present. Considering the overall situation, we may be able to get a bank 
loan for arranging about $ 5000/- by first week of December, and another $5000/- by 
end of December. Please confirm there is no change in your bank particulars. 
 
Practically every hour that we pass through, our mind is with the sad situations that you 
are undergoing and that too for such a long duration and with uncertain outcome. We 



wonder what mistakes we have done for undergoing such punishments for all members 
in our family. 
 
Please keep in touch and brief us the outcome of every court hearings on phone / e-
mail. 
 
Best wishes, 
Dad & Mom 
 


